Report to the Student Body

Last Friday afternoon, a committee of students brought to the attention of the President and Governor a new, non-parochial Graduate Instructor Problem as seen from the student viewpoint. This problem has been brought forward with the hope of finding a solution, and a committee of seven graduate students was immediately set up to consider the problem.

The committee, composed of seven graduates, came into being after a meeting of the Student-Faculty Relations Committee January 24. The new committee was brought up and quite highly kicked around. The suggestion was made then that the time for Body registration was prolonged until the appearance of men to appear before the assembled faculty and air their grievances.

Recommendations were also invited.

In the spirit of this term, and after extensive interviewing, polling, and corroborating of ideas and information with a report, which is highly abridged form, is in follows:

The Institute, through the medium of the catalog, makes the following statement:

"Advancement in understanding is best achieved by intimate association with creative workers in research, and reflection, extending the boundaries of knowledge."

We request our enrollment with this idea insofar as, in a process of pure science, it seems inadequate by itself, i.e., real collaboration problem exists, and is the problem of a sensitive teacher.

The fact that this committee is composed of students is in itself a distinctive advantage. We have been able to gather and sift a very large amount of information and complaint from the very source of such data, the people who are in daily contact with the teaching set-up as it exists now. The undergraduates.

On the other hand, everyone will agree that there is a need for a general Body registration program to be set up for this purpose. Recommendations were also invited.

This is in order to receive the presence of a man in the catalog as shown on the following:

Fist of a Series...
Present ASCIT Officers Describe Their Duties

Drama Club To Hold Tryouts

March 2 and 3, 8 to 10 p.m., in order to make the shape up by that time. Many people who are not members of our school today will be at the Old Spanish Hall, 380 S. State.

Don Your Levis
And Go West!

This Friday night will be a gala occasion at the Sanger Gym. The Sanger Club will present a theme night, "Don Your Levis and Go West!"

Bohemen's Aud
To Hobart's Maul

The men of Bohemen's may be won over this Saturday night at an easily arranged party to be given by Bob Harbet, who is an aptly named host for the occasion. The party is to be held at the Sanger Gym for the benefit of those Bohemen's members who are willing to go in and out with the boys.

Second Y Forum
On Sex, Monday

Large Forum Group Heards Fairchild

In First Talk on Dating and Love

"Interesting," "stimulating," and "entertaining," were words used to describe Mr. Fairchild's talk on the psychology of dating and love.

The next talk by Mr. Fairchild will be given on February 14, when the Forum will have an all-day conference.

Know Your Alumni

by Bob Stearns

"Who is the Caltech Alumni Association? Why should we as undergraduates at Caltech be familiar with Mr. Lewis and the work he is doing?"

To the questions, the answers to which are urgent and often unknown in undergraduate circles.

New Gym

Most of the undergrads here at Tech have heard board rumors concerning the construction of a new Gymnasium. These plans, which have been kept under wraps until now, are being brought out by the Caltech Alumni Association, much to the joy and delight of the students.

It is thought that the new building will greatly increases the student body and give rise to the question of the need for more basketball games in the gym.

Soph Touch:

Answer To L.A.'s Traffic Problem

Monoral, the transportation of the future, will be discussed at the Grand Annual CES meeting at the Pasadena Civic Auditorium this coming March 28. It is expected to solve the traffic problem.

In Moscow, the new traffic device that may solve Los Angeles' transportation problem...
The viola da gamba and viola d’amore represent two stages in the development of the viol family. The viola da gamba was played in several settings, including ensembles and as a solo instrument, while the viola d’amore was used primarily in dance music. The viola da gamba is known for its rich tone and versatility, and the viola d’amore for its expressive qualities. Both instruments have seen a resurgence of interest in recent years, with performances and recordings highlighting their unique qualities.

Dr. Royal W. Shepard — the viola da gamba virtuoso — and Dr. Charles A. Tautz, professor of Physical Education at Caltech, have collaborated on a project to create a viola d’amore. Their goal is to develop an instrument that combines the best features of the viola da gamba and viola d’amore, resulting in a new instrument that is both expressive and rich in tone.

The viola da gamba and viola d’amore are representative of the rich history of stringed instruments, and their continued popularity demonstrates the enduring appeal of this art form.
Squeezed by Cal, Pomona decided that their multi-man defense wasn't working. When they switched to zone, they immediately caught up with the Sagehens, finally leaving the Bear at half-time only one point behind.

Even Play
The second half continued in this manner, the two teams never truly pulling away from each other. But, in the final minutes, the Sagehens made a crucial turnover, which led to a Cal goal.

Squeezed by Cal
The cramping of wheels provoked the investigation of their early this week only outcome. For Cal to pull away, they must find a way to generate more scoring opportunities. But, for Pomona, the game is not yet over.

Initial Meets Seen As Ovations Train
Team rolls on with more and more of the admirers turning out. Before long for this type of game, it's obvious that the fans in attendance are eagerly anticipating a Cal-Pomona showdown.

In Track
With the Intercollegiate track championship in February, those who plan to enter should have started training already. However, when there's just one month remaining in the season, it's not too late to get started.

Tech Bowl Over By Woodburymen
A powerful senior football team, the Woodburymen, defeated Pomona in the opening round of the Cal-Poly tournament. The game was held at the Homecoming football stadium.

The match was certainly one of the best this season. With the Bear's 20-0 lead, the Sagehens had little chance of coming back. But, with a few minutes remaining, Woodbury closed the gap to 10-0. The match ended with an overtime win for the Bear.

Ready for Oxy Meets Beavers at Cage
The Sagehens are excited for their upcoming match against the Bear, who are coming off a win against the Techmen. The game will be held at Cage, and the Sagehens will be looking to continue their winning streak.

Outdoor one word "Oxyn" will include furniture fabrics, golf bags, marine and swimming suits, and other items used under sun and rain.

Outdoors & "Oxyn" will include furniture fabrics, golf bags, marine and swimming suits, and other items used under sun and rain.
Mr. Fairchild gave examples that these actual cases Mr. Lewis had said, (he commented that the altitude of one George Brown who said, present time.

Apparentiy his training in many fields, and various consist ed of the very large job trying to pass on advice which

One of the Tech faculty known to us, Mr. Lewis, who smoked in the daytime, would like to give just a brief outline of the steps he has made in his career since leaving Caltech with a B.S. in Mechanical Engineering in 1941. Mr. Lewis was contemplating a position with Shell Oil Co., having talked with them for the previous three years. Then through connections with the Industrial Engineering Department and changing local needs, he decided to take a job with the California Co. and Canada. He went well and he arranged the position. Then in late May of his senior year, he visited him. Possibly, if he were to give a talk on his work for a release from Columbia, which would now be the other position which could conceivably be his ambition. organizing an industrial engineering program at the Boeing Manufacturing Company, this position would be the position of the director of United States Customs Service, which was the one he lost and ability combined to make a very pleasing talk. The content should be a cool jog in alarm of all that type of work... He has kept busy all these years, being creative... has made of his career in Engineering. And his career certainly has been worth observation on the part of all students here at the Institute. Just inspire forewarners to make a tremendous challenge to the graduate of today. With the record which Mr. Lewis, as many others like him, have left, it can hardly be seen with what future of graduate work of Caltech. At the present time these men who have gone into the field and now look back on the present of getting started in their work, are now through the Alumni Association, and it is necessary to pass on advice which will be helpful to us now just be able to find time. They have been doing this in most recommendations through institutional placement lectures by eminent professors and many fields, and various other methods. We, as the representatives of our efforts, shall show more much more enthusiasm and energy towards each in the for the aforementioned lectures this fall in the various houses Tuesday nights.

A cloiser cooperation and affiliation between the undergraduates and the Alumni will certainly be to the advantage of everyone concerned. Mr. Lewis and the men of the Alumni organization encourage every Tech graduate to become an active member and to pass on in service some of the measure which Caltech gives it men, so that in the future this may grow to become the even greater institution that it is today.